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1. Intr oduction . Access conditions and plasma performance of H-modes with acceptable ELM
size (extrapolated to ITER conditions) have been one of the main research lines in recent experimental
campaigns at JET. Earlier experiments were dedicated to the study of the pedestal and ELM behaviour of
high density/high confinement ELMy H-modes [1,2,3]. These experiments focussed on the exploration of
the effects of the plasma edge magnetic geometry (triangularity δ, as well as proximity to double null, or
quasi double null plasmas, QDN) and of q95 on the pedestal parameters, edge stability and ELM size. In
Single Null (SN) configuration at high δ and modest values of the safety factor (q95~3-3.6), the plasma
pedestal accesses a regime of reduced Type I ELM frequency, and enhanced inter-ELM losses, named the
mixed Type I-II regime. In this regime, H98~1 and n/nGr ~0.9 are obtained routinely. In Asdex-Upgrade
[4], steady state Type II ELM H-modes at high confinement and density (H98~0.95, n/nGr~0.85) are
obtained in QDN plasmas, at βN~1.8 and a minimum q95~4. Attempts to reproduce this regime by
modification of the magnetic configuration (from SN to QDN) and by varying the edge safety factor up to
4.5 in high shaped plasmas at medium plasma current (2.0 to 2.5MA) were not successful, leading to
reduced plasma confinement and eventually to a transition to Type III ELMy H-mode regimes.
This paper presents the results of new experiments carried out to further investigate the physics of
small ELMs in JET. These experiments explored two main directions: the first had the aim to further
investigate the role of QDN in JET to reproduce the Asdex-U Type II regime, by making a dimensionless
identity with a Type II ELMy H-mode of Asdex-U. The second line of investigation was to study the
effect of βp on the pedestal MHD stability, in analogy with results from JT-60U [5], where “grassy
ELMs” spontaneously replace Type I ELMs in H-modes, when βp>1.7, in high δ plasmas with q95>4.
2. Asdex-Upgr ade/J ET Type II identity exper iments. The JET dimensionless identity with the
Asdex Upgrade Type II ELMy H-mode is a 0.87MA/1.17T plasma, with average δ~0.44 and QDN
configuration (distance between first and second separatrix ∆x~1cm). Neutral beams were the dominant
additional heating (up to ~4MW), with small amounts of ICRH (<1MW). In these conditions, long phases
of H-mode confinement with no Type I ELMs and steady state pedestal parameters were observed with
H98~1 and pedestal densities ~0.85nGr. The duration of the period at constant pedestal parameters was
limited by plasma core instabilities. In fact, at these low input powers, the core plasma suffered from
progressive density peaking leading to radiative collapse of the discharge. When either the input power or
the plasma current and field (in steps up to 1.5MA/2.0T at constant q95~4.1) were increased, ELM activity
typical of standard ELMy H-modes reappeared, and no ELM-free phases with constant pedestal
parameters were obtained.
These findings are illustrated in more detail in figure 1, showing selected time traces of two
plasma discharges at 0.87MA/1.17T (pulse 62428 in red, and 62430 in blue). After a very similar initial
H-mode transition and long ELM free phase, the NB power was stepped up at about 24s in #62428
by~1MW, while it was kept constant for 1s longer in #62430. The power increase in the #62428 has two
clear effects: Tped increases and the pedestal goes into a standard Type I ELMs phase. At the same time,
the average plasma density (and core radiation) level off, and the plasma reaches stationary conditions. In
contrast, the delayed power step up in #62430 corresponds to a Type III ELM phase followed by >1.5s
with ~constant nped and Tped and no Type I ELMs. The continuous rise in the core radiation keeps the
power across the separatrix below that of #62428, even after the power is increased to the same level of
#62428, and the pedestal temperature remains ~250eV (Tped~320 eV for #62428). A close examination of
Hα trace in the divertors and at the plasma outer midplane for #62430 shows that the typical bursts
correlated to Type I ELMs are essentially absent, and only small and irregular oscillations are detected,
similarly to what previously observed in Type II ELM phases of JET mixed Type I-II H-modes. As
characteristic of Type II ELMs, an increase of magnetic turbulence [1,7] (figure 2a and 2b) is observed
during the quiescent phase of #62430, identified as washboard modes (wb). The JET pedestal parameters
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in the Type II ELM phase of #62430 are near to the
identity values with Asdex-Upgrade, in particular ν*~1-2.
In these identity conditions, the additional loss
mechanism correlated to wb modes is sufficient to
stabilise the pedestal density rise and both Tped and nped
are constant in time. These are, to date, the only
conditions in JET where the increase in wb mode
intensity (correlated to increased inter-ELM power
losses) is sufficient to reach steady state nped. On the other
hand, the power flux carried by Type II ELMs in these
conditions is limited, as demonstrated by the pedestal
behaviour of #62428. Finally, increasing Ip/Bt at constant
q and shape of the JET/Asdex-U identity closes off the
operational space for pure Type II edge between the L-H
Figure 1: selected time traces for 2 pulses of the transition and standard Type III-I H-mode regimes.
JET/Asdex-Upgrade identity experiments: in red
3. High
The second line of
p H-modes.
pulse 62428 (Type I ELMs) and in blue, pulse investigation on small ELM regimes in JET was to study
62430. The yellow box highlights the H-mode the effect of β on the pedestal and ELM activity, in
p
phase of #62430 until the loss of confinement due
analogy
with
results
from JT-60U, where “grassy ELMs”
to core radiative collapse.
spontaneously replace Type I ELMs in H-modes, when
a threshold value of βp is exceeded (βp >1.7). In JT-60U, high q95 and δ
are also required to access the Grassy ELM regime, but a trade-off has
been identified experimentally between the value of the safely factor and
shape [6]. In contrast to the JET/Asdex-Upgrade identity, no attempt was
made to obtain a dimensionless match in JET of the JT-60U plasma
parameters, with the exception of βp. In particular, the experiments in
JET were carried out in plasmas with a fully penetrated current profile
and no ITB, with li>1 for βp>1.3. The plasma shape was QDN, with
a
∆x~1cm. In this experiment, βp was increased in steps from 1.1 to 1.9,
by increasing the input power (NB and ICRH combined heating) and, at
the maximum input power, reducing the plasma current. At βp~1.7 (at
1.2MA/2.7T, q95~6.8), a change in the ELM activity was observed, both
in the divertor Dα signature and in the magnetic spectrum (figures 3 and
4): type I ELM disappeared to be replaced by high frequency, very small
and irregular oscillations, strongly reminiscent of the grassy ELMs of
JT-60U. This change in the ELM behaviour occurs at high confinement
(H98 ~1) and high density (n~85% nGr); edge losses associated to these
b
Figure 2: a): Hα time trace and small ELMs are sufficient to maintain the edge and the core in steady
MHD spectrogramme showing state, and are compatible with high global confinement (H98~1.2 at high
Type I ELMs and core MHD, βp). The comparison of the MHD spectrogramme in figure 4, top (62406,
pulse #62428. b): #62430, same Type I ELMs, β ~1.35) with that of a high β plasma (62413, β ~1.9,
p
p
p
signals, showing the wb modes
figure
4,
bottom)
shows
that
MHD
bursts
are
associated
to
Grassy
ELM
(broadband fluctuations, 10-25
kHz) and core MHD replacing the activity, although the extent in frequency of the MHD perturbation is
MHD activity typical of Type I much reduced compared to Type I ELMs. Contrary to Type II ELMs,
ELMs.
grassy ELMs do not seem to be associated to “continuous” broadband
magnetic turbulence.
To understand the reasons for the change in ELM behaviour at high βp, the high-li H-modes are
compared to standard ELMy H-modes at low βp (βp<1) and to a series of discharges carried out at
1.2MA/2.7T (like most of the high li H-modes), and where βp was varied over a similar range, from ~1.1
to ~1.9. In the latter, LH pre-heating and early main heating was used to control the q profile, and
resulted in plasmas with qo>2 and broad current profile (li~0.85), with some of these discharges having a
weak ion ITB. The discharges in this series will be called “low-li H-modes”. These plasmas were standard
lower SN, with the same δ, κ and similar q95 as the QDN used for the high-li H-modes (δ~0.45. κ~1.62
and q95~6-7). The divertor Hα traces for the low-li H-mode βp scan are shown in figure 5: in contrast to the
previous case, increasing βp does not cause a change in the ELMs, and Type I ELMs are observed up to
βp~1.9. MHD spectrogrammes show the typical type I ELM signatures, consistently with the Hα traces.
A comparison of the global plasma confinement shows that, at low βp, the low-li H-modes have
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Figure 3:Divertor Hα traces for the βp
scan in high li H-modes: Grassy ELMs
observed for βp>1.6-1.7

Figure 4: MHD spectrogrammes for
#62406 (Type I ELMs, βp~1.35) and
#62413 (Grassy ELMs, βp~1.9)

βp scan in high li H-modes: Type I
ELMs observed up to the highest βp

Figure 6:Pped (normalised to Ip2) for
the high li and low li H-modes βp
scans.

Figure 7: ELM perturbation of Te
profiles for standard H-modes: density
scan (Type I and Type III ELMs)

Figure 8: ELM perturbation of Te
profiles for low-medium and high βp,
high li H-modes.

Figure 5: Divertor Hα traces for the

reduced H98 (H98~0.7-0.9), but for βp >1.5, the global confinement of high- and low-li plasmas is very
similar, with H98~1.1-1.2. The pedestal pressures of the two groups of high βp plasmas are compared in
figure 6. Since some of the plasmas of the high-li series had Ip≠1.2MA, Pped is normalised (Ip2
normalisation [3], to 1.2MA), to allow a direct comparison of all the data. In the case of the high-li Hmodes, Pped is ~constant with βp, indicating that the onset of the small and high-frequency Grassy ELMs
does not reduce the pedestal energy content, in contrast to what is observed at the Type I→Type III ELM
transition [8]. For the low-li H-modes, Pped increases with βp, consistently with the global plasma
confinement behaviour and, for βp~1.9, Pped is very similar to that of the high βp high-li H-modes. Figure 6
also shows a potentially important difference between the two groups of plasma discharges, namely that
the pedestal of the high-li H-modes is more collisional than that of the low li- H-modes. This difference is
largest for the highest βp high-li plasmas with grassy ELMs compared to low-li plasmas at the same βp,
with ν*~0.4-0.7 with grassy ELMs and βp ~1.7-1.9, compared to ν*~0.15 for low-li plasmas at βp~1.8-1.9.
This difference is due to the stronger edge fuelling used in the high-li plasmas, to bring the pedestal
density up in the range of ~70% nGr at high βp. The fact that grassy ELMs are only observed above ν*~0.4
does not in principle represent an “existence limit” in ν* for such ELMs, but only reflects the range of
pedestal parameters investigated so far.
4. Analysis of ELM losses. Prompt ELM energy losses, temperature and density drop at ELMs
have been analysed for both high- and low-li H-modes and compared to the existing database from
standard ELMy H-modes (Type I and Type III, βp<1) [3]. The results of this analysis are summarised in
figures 9a, b and c. These figures show that high-li H-modes ELM losses are comparable to those of
standard H-modes up to βp~1.6. At higher βp, the energy loss of grassy ELMs is below detection limit
(~50kJ), corresponding to a maximum ∆WELM/Wped of ~4-5%. The low energy losses due to grassy ELMs
are confirmed by the analysis of Te and ne drop at the ELM (figures 9b and 9c). Both temperature and
density drop for grassy ELMs are below those of Type I ELMs with similar ν*, and even lower than those
measured with Type III ELMs, although the global confinement and pedestal pressures with grassy ELMs
are similar of higher than what expected for a type I ELMy H-mode. By contrast, ELM losses of the lowli H-modes are similar to those of standard Type I ELMs, although the lack of data on the ELM density
losses does not allow making a more detailed comparison.
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Figure 9: from left to right: ELM energy losses, normalised to Wped, ELM temperature drop, normalised to Tped and
ELM density drop and, left, normalised to nped. Standard H-modes [3] in black, low-li H-modes in green, high-li Hmodes in red. The red bars are calculated from estimated ∆WELM, ∆TELM and ∆NELM, with the top of the bar being
the upper value for those quantities.

The reduction of the size of grassy ELMs compared to Type I ELMs may be explained by
comparing the ELM affected depth, LELM. LELM is calculated by subtracting the post-ELM Te profile from
the pre-ELM Te profile, and then normalising the difference to its maximum. Figure 7 compares LELM for
a density scan in standard H-modes (at fixed Ip/Bt, shape and Pin), as well as for ELMs at low and medium
q95 (3.6 and 4.5). Although increasing the density (ν*) reduces ELM losses by factor ~3 (~2 normalised
to Wped), and increasing q95 reduces Type I ELM losses even more (factor of 3-4), LELM does not change.
A reduction of the ELM affected depth is observed only for Type III ELMs. By contrast, figure 8 shows
that the increase in βp and the reduction of the ELM losses observed with grassy ELMs corresponds to a
shrinking of the ELM affected depth, strongly suggesting that a change in the MHD instability in the
pedestal may be at the root of the reduction in the ELM size. Such a reduction of LELM with βp is not
observed for the low-li H-modes that present a picture similar to standard H-modes.
As discussed in [5,6], strong Shafranov shift (∆s) is a possible reason for the change in the MHD
stability of high βp plasmas. In fact, for both high- and low-li H-modes, ∆s of plasmas with βp>1.7 is high,
~22-26% of the minor radius, but grassy ELMs are only observed for the high-li H-modes. This
observation suggests that in JET, high ∆s (high βp) may be a necessary but not sufficient condition for
access to the grassy ELM regime. The different current profile (li~0.85 vs. li~1.1) in the two cases may
play a role in determining the edge current values, and prevent or make more difficult the access to the
grassy ELM regime at lower li.
5. Conclusions and outlook. The role of QDN plasma configuration in achieving Type II ELMs
has been further investigated in JET by carrying out JET/Asdex-U identity experiments. Type II ELMs
and constant nped and Tped are obtained at the identity point (ν*~1-2), although the core does not reach
steady state. Increasing Pin and/or Ip/Bt causes Type I ELMs to reappear. Even with QDN, high ν* and/or
low Tped (resistive MHD) may be required to obtain Type II ELMs and sufficient losses to maintain the
pedestal in steady state, casting doubts on the extrapolation potential of this ELM regime to hot plasmas.
The investigation of the effect of high βp on the pedestal and ELM of H-modes has shown that
grassy ELMs appear in high-li, high βp H-modes, for βp>1.6-1.7. Grassy ELMs cause very low energy
losses, below those of Type I ELMs at the same collisionality, pedestal pressure and global confinement.
The reduction of ELM losses is attributed to the shrinking of the ELM affected depth. This finding (in
contrast to the case of Type I ELMs, where changes in ELM size occur at constant LELM) suggests that the
onset of grassy ELMs may be due to a change in the mode(s) making the pedestal MHD unstable.
Comparison between low- and high-li H-modes indicates that high βp is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for obtaining grassy ELMs.
The operational space for grassy ELMs in JET needs to be explored further to establish the
relevance of the grassy ELM regime as ELM mitigation scenario. The conditions of the experiments
described in this paper are such that all the high βp discharges with grassy ELMs were obtained at high q95
and relatively high ν*. Moreover, a QDN configuration was used for the high-li experiments, in contrast
to the SN used for the low-li H-modes. Future experiments should focus on obtaining high βp plasmas
with lower ν* and q95. In those conditions, the systematic investigation of the role of edge currents and
plasma shape in determining the operational space of grassy ELMs would also be required, to clarify the
extrapolation potential of this regime.
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